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FAQ:

WHAT IS GYMNASCHOOL?
A Six Week Multi-disciplinary Online Experience for Gymnasts

WHO ARE WE?
 WE are the FIFTH EVENTS of Gymnastics, from nutrition to yoga, 
fitness, mental training, physical therapy, injury prevention, flexibility 
and choreography and even gymnastics basics! 

WHAT IS INCLUDED? One Hour Sessions Covering:
Nutrition  - Choreography - Yoga - Mental Training - Physical Therapy 
and Injury Prevention for Gymnasts - Gymnastics Skill Basics - 
Bootcamp Fitness and Flexibility  - Fun 

WHEN, WHERE & WHO?
June 7-July 15th (6 weeks); Mondays and Thursdays 3-4 Pm EST
For Any Gymnast levels 3-Elite
(all sessions are recorded and will be sent via ZOOM, some may have 
different times due to time zone differences of clinicians)
Zoom.  mostly 3-4 or 4-5 a schedule will be provided within the 
coming weeks



MEET THE TEACHERS
BETSY MCNALLY - LAOUAR NSCA CPT, EFS 
Certified Sports Nutritionist. 
BA MICHIGAN STATE  (Nutrition Clinic)
Since 2001, Betsy McNally Laouar has been a coach in the 
fitness world. She is a wife and mom of two boys, 
personal trainer, sports nutritionist, former gymnastics 
coach, professional bodybuilder/fitness competitor, former 
high school teacher and best selling author of Binges and 
Balance Beams and gymnachef, strength and good nutritional 
habits.  

Miranda Jiggins: ISSA CPT, ACE Certified Nutrition Specialist 
(FITNESS CLINIC) 
Miranda works with competitive cheer teams, upper level 
wrestlers, baseball players, and athletes from multiple sport, 
in addition to teaching small group and in person training to 
gymnasts all over the world!  Miranda specializes in general core 
conditioning,  performance endurance, and most importantly 
coaching athletes to help them feel as if they can take on the 
world after their sessions! She is currently  working toward 
multiple certifications in nutrition, fitness and youth athlete 
conditioning.

Amy Fallis (YOGA CLINIC) 
Amy has been teaching and sharing her love for yoga for over 20 
years. Amy has a bachelors degree in Exercise Physiology and a 
Masters in Holistic Nutrition.  She is an avid cross fitter, had 
competed in triathlons, obstacle course races, fitness shows and 
marathons all over the country.  She loves teaching yoga for 
flexibility and mobility but most importantly she loves teaching 
the benefits of breathing and meditation especially to young 
athletes  Amy has 2 young gymnasts that share her love for yoga 
. She is excited to be with Betsy Bootcamp as your yoga teacher 
and can't wait to introduce yoga to you if its your first time and  
is excited to continue the yoga journey with you if you have done 
yoga in the past! Namaste! 
 
 



Coach DeAvera Todd
Atlanta, Georgia. (ACTIVE FLEXIBILITY AND CHOREOGRAPHY)
A former collegiate gymnast with several titles as well as a first 
team all conference recipient, Coach D is an Optional clinician, 
choreographer and coach to many state, regional, and national 
qualifiers. She also brings her knowledge and expertisE
Internationally both in person and virtually through her clinics.  
Her specialty is developing young athletes to be AMAZING perform-
ers while also focusing on basics! Coach D will be taking us through 
an hour of active flexibility and fun choreography!

Coach Taylor, The “GYMGINEER”
Atlanta, Georgia.  (PRESS HANDSTAND CLINIC)
A former Civil Engineer and Collegiate gymnast and current coach 
and clinician, Coach Taylor is also known as the “GYMGINEER” His 
specialty is breaking down science and physics to kids, teaching 
gravity, rotation, inertia and  momentum. Teaching kids physics and 
gymnastics at the same time and making it FUN! Taylor will be 
holding his world famous press handstand clinic here for
Gymnaschool! We can’t wait! 

Natalie Shannon, DPT, ATC, CSCS Physical Therapy
Birmingham, Alabama  (Therapy Tips, Tricks, Ideas for Gymnasts) 
Natalie was a competitive gymnast for 13 years and a coach at 
several gyms in the state of Alabama.  She received her bachelor’s 
in athletic training from the University of Alabama and her d
octorate in physical therapy from the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham.  While at UA, she worked as a student athletic trainer 
with the gymnastics team in keeping them healthy.  She 
continues to provide injury prevention and physical therapy 
services to gymnasts throughout the Birmingham areA
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Stacey Umeh Perth, Australia CREATIVE 
MOVEMENT
World renowned choreographer, and founder of The Creative 
Movement Group, Stacey Umeh is an Artistic Preparation 
Specialist, and Elite Gymnastics coach who, using her creativity 
and passion, travels the world inspiring sports artists to more 
fully embrace dance! She works with Gymnastics and Artistic 
Swimming  National team members from Singapore, Australia, 
Japan, Canada, and China and is currently in collaboration with her 
sister Stella for the Georgia Gym Dogs! She will be taking you 
through an hour of amazing dance and expressiveness!

ariana leblanC M.S Clinical Mental Health
As a former elite gymnast, Ariana understands the mental 
struggle gymnasts face while at the gym and in competition. 
She has made it her mission to help gymnasts and provide them 
with the tools to not only become confident and fearless 
gymnasts in the gym but to become confident and positive 
adults. Her work with gymnasts centers around the concept and 
teachings of mindfulness to allow gymnasts to learn how to 
embrace all emotions and live more fully in the present 
moment.  She will be hosting MENTAL TRAINING: Train you brain 
like a muscle!
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Don’t LET YOUR ATHLETE GET bored this summer! JOIN BETSY AND 
ASSOCIATES FOR A SUMMER TO REMEMBER!

PRICING AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL ATHLETES AND TEAMS
PLEASE EMAIL GYMNASCHOOL INQUIRIES TO: COACH@BETSYMCNALLY.COM


